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Recent well-being studies of young researchers

Woolston, 2019, Nature, PhDs: the torturous truthhttps://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03459-7

Poll of >6000 PhD students (all subjects, varying countries) by Nature

36 % respondents sought help for anxiety/depression caused by PhD

Only 12 % in the 2017 survey (but bias in way the question was posed)

An international survey (Auerbach et al, 2018, J. Abnorm. Psychol., 127, 623) 
by the World Health Organisation found 31% students showed signs of major 
depression, general anxiety disorder or panic disorder etc, in previous 12 m

Prevalence of mental health issues in post-docs documented but less studied
(e.g. https://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2014/07/stressed-out-postdoc

https://www.theguardian.com/science/head-quarters/2017/aug/10/the-human-cost-of-the-pressures-of-postdoctoral-research )

International colleagues starting to talk about these issues (sessions at the 
EAS meetings, during other national astronomy meetings, 
https://www.astrobetter.com/wiki/Mental+Health etc)
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Common problems encountered in research
● Precarity 

- Living away from family (partner/children/parents): removes support network 

   - Cultural & administrative problems: paperwork, language barrier (difficulty   
seeking medical help), insufficient information on institute practices

   - Financial difficulties

● Work-related stress/imposter syndrome :
an “internal experience of intellectual phoniness” 
(or fraud) in some who are highly successful
(think it’s due to luck not true abilities) 

● Relationship (supervisor, colleagues, …) 
problems 

● (COVID-19-related stress):Loss of 
   motivation, poor internet access, loss of data/ 
   experiments/simulations, access to lab./supervisors limited, loneliness

● Harassment / discrimination 

« Two-body » 
problem 

frequent in 
academia (e.g. 

Gagliano Taliun, 2021, Nature 
), affects up to 

36% 
researchers
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Reminder !
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Understanding the current situation in France

● To understand (+ subsequently improve) situation in France, we launched a 
survey, aimed (not exclusively) at younger (precarious) colleagues

● Announced via SF2A Newsletter, in French astrophysics laboratories, a 
couple of Swiss/Canadian institutes and some IN2P3 institutes

● Anonymous survey (French & English) ran from 29th March – 3rd May 2021

● None of the questions were obligatory

● Addressed questions about :

➢ Work (Favourite aspects, hours worked, external constraints, future plans)
➢ Colleagues (harassment/discrimination)
➢ Mental health (before and since working in astrophysics)
➢ Improvements to be made (suggestions and positive feedback)
➢ Demographics (age, position, current country, nationality)

Discuss here gender specific results and impact on younger scientists
Natalie Webb
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Survey results - demographics

276 respondents

● ~25 % French astrophysicists are female (no information on PhD students/post-docs)
● But, well known phenomenon, more women than men reply to surveys
● In following slides, percentages corrected for difference in number of men and women
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Working in :

                                         Nationality :

Survey results - demographics
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Survey: what do you like most about your job ?

Intellectual challenge 

Discovering new things 
Independence 

Interacting with colleagues

Creativity 

TravellingCommunicating my discoveries

The University/academic environment 

The place where you work 

Knowing skills will be useful for future 

Social life 

Other 

The salary 

-100

100

300

Other :
Flexibility
Prestige 
International environment
Supervising students
...

Natalie Webb
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Survey results : hours worked per week 
Feel external 
pressure to work 
outside legal 
hours ?

Should work 
outside legal 
hours ?

Why long hours ? (examples)
 - Be competitive/obtain post
 - Like to work more hours
 - Can’t achieve work required in legal hours
 - Can’t « switch off »
 - Expect more work from post-doc/PhDs than permanent staff !
 - Most others work outside legal hours, so should I !

Similar answers from males & females 

Natalie Webb
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Survey results : job satisfaction

Research is the best job that you can have
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Non-applicable 

My work gives me a sense of purpose

I look forward to every day at work

The large majority feel well integrated in their institute

Similar answers from males & females 
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Survey results : work-life balance

Sufficient 
sleep most 
nights ?

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Non-applicable 

My life is 
balanced 
with 
respect to 
work, 
outside 
activities 
and sleep

Satisfied with 
living 
conditions?

Satisfied with 
financial 
situation ?
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Survey results : academic career 

Satisfied with 
career 
progression

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral 
Agree 
Strongly Agree 
Non-applicable 

Planning to stay in academia : Would stay if guaranteed job :

A third are satisfied with 
their health (<half are 
women) 

Similar answers from males & females 

The majority felt that :
 - the environment in which they work inspires them
 - senior colleagues provide support when needed (37% women)
 - they handle setbacks well

Natalie Webb
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Survey results : living conditions 

Responsabilities :

17 % respondents have children to care for – 63 % men

7 % respondents have other family members to care for – 61 % women

Living situations :

25 % respondents live apart from partner and/or kids – 61 % women

12 % respondents have debt problems – 66 % women

Natalie Webb
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Harassment by supervisor/superior 
Shaming by a superior or a colleague

Gender discrimination 
Racial discrimination/harassment 

Religious discrimination 
Age discrimination 
Sexual harassment

Disability discrimination 
LGBTQ discrimination/harassment

Prefer not to say 
Other 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Other :
 - discrimination based on nationality
 - discrimination based on hierarchy
 - discrimination due to having kids (or not)
 - language discrimination
 - discrimination on research subject !

32 female, 
2 male, 0 other

14

Survey results: harassment & discrimination
Experienced harassment/ 
discrimination in research

26 % reported 
harassment

Didn’t report because :

3.2x more women 
than men

3.1x more women 
than men

22x more 
women 
than men

3.3x more women 
than men - the 
majority are post-docs

7x more women than men

4.5x more women than men

All declared 
= women (14)

Natalie Webb
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Survey results: mental health issues due to career
20% suffered mental health issues before starting career in astrophysics

~45% suffer with mental health problems since starting in astrophysics

Health issues : 59 % have not sought help because :

Similar number of women as men 

50 % more women than men 

Natalie Webb
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Problems have caused 51 colleagues 
(~18 % respondents) to turn to :

Colleagues have felt 
overwhelmed by work :

None of these 
are permanent 
staff

Survey results: mental health issues due to career

50 % more 
women 
than men 

Natalie Webb
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Other thoughts

~75 % felt that supervisors/staff should have training in supervision & 
mental health and more discussion of well-being should take place

~44 % felt that the expectations were too

Similar answers from males & females 

50 % more females felt this way

Natalie Webb
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Conclusions

>50 % of respondents felt astro. research was the best job you can have

But : precarity is a major pre-occupation

20 % more would stay in astrophysics if guaranteed a job ! 

Similar experiences had by men and women – EXCEPT REGARDING 
HARASSMENT !!

This has a negative impact on mental health (the majority with mental 
health problems since starting in astro have been harassed)

Natalie Webb
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What to do about harassment

 ❖ In academia, recognizing oneself as target of negative behavior is often 
linked to a sense of shame, personal failure, or at risk for more targeting.

 ❖ Culture of silence (slowly changing) remains (anonymous questionnaires 
reveal ~20-40% of academic personnel have been harassed, and 50% have 
witnessed it, Keashly 2019)

 ❖ Organisation Codes of Conduct are becoming more common

 ❖ Positive conflict management practices that include procedures and 
dedicated committees, ombudspersons. Listening, finding common ground, 
leading towards collaborative solutions

 ❖ Some collaborations/organisations have trained teams (allies) to observe 
interactions and help identify improvements

 ❖ Training and dedicated talks to raise awareness and give all collaboration 
members the background to create a positive environment

 ❖ BUT more needs to be done and it has to stop !!! 

Natalie Webb
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Final words

Thanks to :

Those who helped put the survey together

Those who answered the survey

Those of you who will take on board what is said

Those who will help make everyones lives better in the future

Aswell as Framaforms, Topcat, Excel

We remember our colleagues that departed too soon, your
memory will help us strive towards a better tomorrow

Many others have had the same experiences as you and can (and would like 
to) provide support and advice

Please ask for help before you become overwhelmed

Astrophysics is great – but so are many, many other types of jobs !

Look for the best in opportunities and take care !

Natalie Webb
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Survey results : most positive experiences

Natalie Webb
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Outcomes 
● Results presented at the SF2A week of astrophysics (June 2021)
● 4 hour workshop also held to discuss the problems
● Proceedings published and put on astro-ph
● Incited lots of discussion around the world - gave some talks + joined discus.
● Seen presentations discussing the paper
● Contact with a number of people/institutes wanting a wider survey
● New survey planned for next year – multi-national? Organised via IAU ?
● Two meetings with INSU (and one informal with IN2P3)
● INSU will try to ensure that new directors (that undergo training before taking 

up their position) provide the following in their institutes :

 - paperwork in English (when required) in their institute

 - provide introductory information to new arrivals (& keep info updated)

 - organise (non-)scientific events to facilitate team spirit

 - organise more discussion on well-being, working hours, racism, sexism, ….
● INSU to investigate harmonising post-doc salaries & provide evolution

Natalie Webb
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Webpage 

● A lot of information already available on wellbeing
● Centralise information to make it easy to find
● Dedicated website on the SF2A webpages

To cover :
 - Bullying 
 - Sexual harassment + sexual and sexist violences 
 - Other types of harassment 
 - Working hours 
 - Working outside of academia 
 - Problems with supervisors 
 - Relationship problems with colleagues
 - Uprooting problems (from partner, family, friends, etc.), isolation 
 - Job precarity / difficulties with career perspectives 
 - Imposter syndrome 
 - Equity, diversity & inclusion 
 - Administrative & cultural problems 
 - Glossary of terms, useful links, where to go for help or support 

Natalie Webb
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Training proposed to be implemented

● Problems arise due to lack of knowledge
● Ensure that everyone in French astrophysics receives knowledge
● Provide short, obligatory on line courses on subjects concerning :

 - Race 
 - LGBTQ/Gender Identity
 - Neurodiversity
 - Disability
 - Sexism
 - Class privilege/Elitism
 - Ageism
 - Religion
 - Cultural/political diffs.
 - Depression
 - Anxiety
 - Burnout syndrome

 - Imposter syndrome

 - Panic attacks
 - Mood verses disorder
 - Student/supervisor balance
 - Bullying
 - Sexual harrassment
 - Neglect
 - Master suppression tech.
 - Boundaries
 - Appropriate teaching behaviour

Natalie Webb
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Recommendations for masters/doctoral schools

● Provide realistic information during masters about chances of staying in 
academia

● Reinforce links with industry

● Talk more about bad practice (supervisors requiring replies to emails late at 
night or at the weekend, long working hours, etc)

● Training during Masters/PhD programmes to take into account the majority of 
students will not work in academia over the long term

Natalie Webb
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Other suggestions : precarity 

Limited number of new jobs - but you can maximise chances of being hired :

✔ Prepare your application with the people in the lab. you want to be hired in
✔ Demonstrate in the application how you will work with the people in your 

chosen lab
✔ Show how you independantly conduct research projects
✔ Prepare your application in advance and get different people to read it 

(specialist, non-specialist) and provide feedback
✔ In France, it is not necessary to have a very long list of publications
✔ Ask a previously successful candidate to show you their application
✔ In your application, show your contribution clearly (but do not overclaim)
✔ Stick to the guidelines provided
✔ Run a spell checker and proof read

Keep an open mind, there are many other fascinating jobs out of academia

Natalie Webb
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Other suggestions : precarity 
Permanent research jobs in France :

In France : CNRS / CNAP / University

CNRS, primarily sections 17 & 18, but also 1, 2, 4, 7
University : primarily section 34, but also 35, 28-30, …

Example for 2021 : CNRS section 17 (CR) : 5 posts
CNAP (Astronome-adjoint) : 5 posts
Lecturer (section 34) : 3 posts + 2 (section 29/34, cosmo/astro)

It is also possible to become a Research engineer (IR)

There are also jobs in other countries

Non research jobs : IT, big data, aerospace industry, teaching, public 
outreach, scientific wrtiting, medical imaging, … (see list in extra slides)

Remember : moving out of academia does not constitute a failure 
Natalie Webb
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Other suggestions: imposter syndrome & stress

● Talk to colleagues, many have felt the same at some point in their career

• Don’t listen to people who tell you: you received this competitive grant/you 
got your position because you’re a woman (or other minority)…

• Teaching may help for postdocs?

Natalie Webb
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Where to get help in Toulouse

Obviously, try to avoid letting things overwhelm you. To do that, try to
 - keep a balanced life – have an interest outside of work (good for the CV too!)
 - get enough sleep
 - keep communication open with your hierarchy, the majority really do want the 
best for you
 - if not possible, speak with an intermediary (someone you trust)
 - ask for support from family and friends – everyone goes through bad patches 
and people are willing to help

If things are bad :
 - speak to your doctor
 - speak to the University/ CNRS support services

CNRS

Preventative medecine, including stress related issues, find your contact here :

http://www.dgdr.cnrs.fr/SST/CNMP/med_prev_serv/annu-serv.htm
http://www.dgdr.cnrs.fr/drh/protect-soc/fiches_rps.htm  

Natalie Webb
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Where to get help  in Toulouse

University 

https://welcomedesk.univ-toulouse.fr/le-service-interuniversitaire-de-m-decine-p
r-ventive-et-de-promotion-de-la-sant-simpps

Preventative medecine (some English speaking staff)

- Generalist doctors, Gyneacologists, vaccinations
- Social services (help with university, family, personal, administrative & financial 
problems
- Psychiatrists and psychologists
- Nutritionists, sexologists, doctors to help with addiction

See also resources here :
https://www.astrobetter.com/wiki/Mental+Health

Natalie Webb
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For everyone
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Difficulties in academia raised by respondents 

Recurrent difficulties in academia expressed by the respondents :

➢ Precarity
➢ Geographical instability
➢ Pressure to publish
➢ Younger colleagues often feel undervalued
➢ General disregard for well-being
➢ Supervisors with (very) poor management skills
➢ Impossible to compete with child-free colleagues
➢ Petty, self-supporting networks of mediocre people in positions of power
➢ No guidelines describing non-academic areas of research
➢ Bureaucracy
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Widening your options, some transferrable skills

Natalie Webb

- Collaboration
- Statistical methods
- Numeracy
- Programming/coding
- Data management and  analysis 
- Simulations/Modelling
- Autonomy
- Motivation
- Note taking
- Prioritising
- Resolving problems
- Fluent English (and other langages!)
- Written communication
- Public speaking
- Project management
- Leadership
- Critical thinking
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Options open to you….

Natalie Webb

Information
technology

Statistician
Researcher

Teacher

Work in the aero-
space industry

Imaging/
Medical techniques Scientific

Writing/communication

Big data

Critical thinking, problem solving

Collaboration and team leading

Mental agility and adaptability

Initiative and entrepreneurial skills

Efficient communication 

Access and analyse information

Curiosity and imagination
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Places actively recruiting PhDs and postdocs

Natalie Webb

Big groups in Aeronautics/Aerospace
CapGemini (Engineering) (previously Altran) https://www.capgemini.com/fr-fr/

CS Group https://www.csgroup.eu/fr/
ALTEN https://www.alten.com
AKKA  https://www.akka-technologies.com
EXPLEO https://www.joinexpleogroup.com

Smaller businesses "fournisseur de service" (Toulouse)
CELAD www.celad.fr
HEDON Technologies https://www.hedontechnologies.com

Businesses focussed on artificial intelligence :
Elter https://elter.fr/en/home/
Datalab by Extia - https://www.extia.fr/assets/pdf/datalab.pdf
LumenAI (à Pau)  http://www.lumenai.fr/
Datactik https://www.datactik.com/
Delair.A https://delair.aero/delair-ai-visual-intelligence-for-enterprise-asset-management/

https://www.capgemini.com/fr-fr/
https://www.csgroup.eu/fr/
https://www.alten.com/
https://www.akka-technologies.com/
https://www.joinexpleogroup.com/
http://www.celad.fr/
https://www.hedontechnologies.com/
https://elter.fr/en/home/
https://www.extia.fr/assets/pdf/datalab.pdf
http://www.lumenai.fr/
https://www.datactik.com/
https://delair.aero/delair-ai-visual-intelligence-for-enterprise-asset-management/
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Places actively recruiting PhDs and postdocs

Natalie Webb

Other subjects:

WeatherForce https://weatherforce.org/

CLS Group (Collecte Localisation Satellites) https://www.cls.fr/en/

Continental https://www.continental.com/fr-fr

Thales https://www.thalesgroup.com/

Noveltis https://www.noveltis.fr/en/home/

Some Start-ups (Toulouse) :https://www.toulouseisai.fr/referencer-sa-structure

https://weatherforce.org/
https://www.cls.fr/en/
https://www.continental.com/fr-fr
https://www.thalesgroup.com/
https://www.noveltis.fr/en/home/
https://www.toulouseisai.fr/referencer-sa-structure
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How to get recruited

Natalie Webb

Make an attractive CV that is oriented towards industry/engineering 

Put it on the website APEC (www.apec.fr)

http://www.apec.fr/
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Respondent suggestions for stopping 
harassment/discrimination

Many structures and solutions already in place, but may not be well-known

Suggestions from respondents on how to stop harassment/discrimination:

➢ Raise awareness of the problems
➢ Provide a neutral person to report problems to
➢ (Senior) colleagues who witness harassment etc should speak up
➢ Take reports seriously
➢ Sanctions, for example stopping offenders from supervising
➢ Train staff in these areas
➢ Develop mentoring programmes to give colleagues someone to speak to
➢ Require reference letters from PhDs/post-docs when promoting staff
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